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nized. He also said he could possibly be more useful
“under cover” a bit longer but-that when the time was
right he was willing to sign an affidavit.

MvstervCallAbout

Caller: Is your recorder on?
Doris: Yes, and I put in a fresh tape so I can throw
it away.
C: No. Our agreement is that you will burn it. Is
that agreed? I know enough about you to know that you
will do what you agree to do. Is that agreed?
agree to bum it.
C: OK, now, when I was invited to a meeting I
didn’t focus very well on the objective of the meeting,
if it was mentioned at all. It turned out to be
“planning” session to set you and Mr. Ekker and the
Phoenix Institute up as a “cult” just like the ‘Heaven’s
Gate” group with the same orientation toward ETs and
“lift off or “beam up”. My reward for my participation
in this was that, once the Ekkers and Phoenix Institute
are neutralized, the Phoenix Institute will go into
involuntary bankruptcy and the several million dollars
that it has in gold could be “earned” by doing certain
chores for the bankruptcy trustees. I have never participated in such an arrangement although I have heard
that it is done.
Who-or-what
are you-what could you do for
them?
C: I won’t comment on that now; it would provide
clues to my identity. Are you aware of the EXTRA and
other TV broadcasts of a couple of days ago?
Of course. What do you know about t&em?
c: Do you know how long the interviews were?
D: No, I guess not because there were only soundbites, out of context, undoubtedly, and on TV 29 there
were only a very, very few minutes with Leon Fort and
his mistress, Ann Beam. She is a self-proclaimed witch
from an Arizona coven. Betty Tuten STOLE, did you
get that, sir, STOLE three corporations on two separate
occasions, right in Nevada. I understand the programs
were worse the following morning on TV 29 as to
showing our house which they referred to as a “compound”, but I didn’t find too much except total lies the
evening of the airing.
was different; that is
grounds for a lawsuit.
But what really ticks me off the most is that Miles
Muzio of TV 29 lives directly across the street from us
and I hear he even came to the cars by our drive to talk
to the reporters.
We were not home, unfortunately.
One of the first things on Extra WQSa picture of where
we live (we rent this house), with the statement that the
“whole cult is holed-up in this huge compound...” This
is grounds for a lawsuit.
It appears that the other local channels had sense
enough to not involve themselves in this slander so we
know that someone had an “in” and could pull strings
with Channel 29-it would have to be that way.
C: Sure, and the very one pulling the strings was
your local exJudge [Brent]-that
one that still plans to
run you out of town or lock you away.
D: And Rod EncelEnz-you
know he changed his
name-what did he have to do with this? While he was
President of the Institute he stole about $50,000 in
funds and equipment. He also sabotaged stuff.
C: Do you have any idea how much he sabotaged7
D: Well, I guess probably not, but we do know and
have proof and/or witnesses who know that he andfr,r
his sister-in-law were responsible for breaking up the
irrigation system, and breaking a gas line in Mr.
Turner’s trailer, and an explosion and fire ensued that
could have killed Ray Bilger who was occupying the
place, and could easily have burned all the buildings if
not been out there.
We know that they stole the birds, farm chickens,
tools and other things. He and his family’s income
amounted to about $50,000 a year and, at the same time,
got welfare and Food Stamps. He was let go because he
was always cheating on his expenses and lying about all

Green,
Brent&Others
tone.
He said, “I was present during a telephone converI, Doris J. Ekker, heard the cell-phone in the sation that included Jason Brent concerning how to
bedroom iinging and, thinking it probably to be E.J. discredit the Ekkers. I haven’t seen that on the newswho sometimes uses that phone as an “intercom” when is that different enough?
I said, “I’m suddenly all ears, but I want to record
he knows I’m upstairs, I answered it. It was a male
voice I didn’t recognize and, when he asked if I were this so I don’t forget or misquote anything you say.
Mrs. Ekker, still thinking it to be E.J., I said, “Yeah, Wait a minute while I get the recorder over to this
E.J., what do you need?* He said that he was not E.J. phone.”
After I was all fixed and ready I said, “OK, I’m
and that I might be well advised to just keep quiet while
He then said I could record the call only if I
ready.”
In
view
of
the
recent
he explained a few things to me.
calls due to the publicity and trashing on TV programs would agree to transcribe the conversation verbatim
I told him to tell me something different from what was from the tape and then burn the tape since he did not
on the news real quick or he would be talking to a dial wish to be identified yet and his voice might be recog-

TRANSCRIPTION:

iPRiL
the work he was doing on the farm. After he left we
learned that he had embezzled some $23,000 from the
Institute while he was its President and a Director.
On TV, even the kids recognized the nut. And even
more incredibly, he went over to Bob Turner and’ told
him to watch EXTRA, that there was going to be a.whole
lot of stuff coming out in that program. This is after he
stole some of Bob Turner’s stuff and turned Bob in to
the Planning Commission for some old, and piddling,
violations of the building code-which
weren’t violations at the time years ago when Bob moved the trailer
to the farm. And after Bob gave the Ence kids one of the
nicest Christmases they ever had, the first year they
were on the farm.
C: No, I didn’t know all that. And I must have
missed something. Who is Bob Turner?
D: Oh, sorry. He owns the farm, and one of the
companies financed by the Institute leases it from him.
He is really a nice person-used
to play professional
football and baseball, both.
C: Did you know he [Ence] has ruined your tractors?
D: No, you have to be kidding me.
C: No, I am not kidding you, and he involves
somebody by the name of Rob Davis.
D: 1 don’t think I want to hear this.
C: 1 think you should. He says he “has Rob Davis”
so that he has to cooperate. Says something about
knowing Rob took funds from your house for which he
was accused.
Who, Rod Ence?
C: Yes ma’am-the
same. I believe I recall him
saying that the fuel used to ruin the tractor was taken
out of an airplane hanger where you keep your planes.
D: That can’t be. We don’t have any planes but Mr.
Bob James does-and you’re
correct in that, yes indeed,
gas was stolen from two planes in the hanger.
C: Ummnnn huh-begins
to make sense, doesn’t
it?
You need to know that the Ence interview lasted
nearlv four hours. He didn’t iust name your place-that
is, your home and your son’s place-but said there is a
full arsenal out at that farm. He made them not use this
material on the air lest he be “identified” and he ‘Teared
for his life”. The FBI was, however, notified and there
will probably be a major investigation of everything out
at the farm. He thinks this is a big game and just went
on and on and on until it was so obviously all lies that
even the TV people said they couldn’t use most of the
information anyway. Apparently he was so nervous
and palsied that the TV crew had trouble getting what
they got to use.
D: Sir, I know you are telling me the truth but I
have to say that this really breaks my heart and I can’t
believe there could be such evil.
C: Well, Mrs. Ekker, let me assure you-this little
conspiracy of do-badders runs all the way from Idaho,
Colorado, Montana, Nevada, Los Angeles-and
right
to Jason Brent’s office. After a few days you can expect
this to show up on the Associated
but they were
too nervous to get involved until they saw how it would
fly on
D: Well,
we fight this sort of thing?
C: Easy-they
are terrified ofexactly “this”. There
are so many “mouths”, and I mean talkers, that they
know the bragging will get done and they will tattle on
each other. It already has happened. Green is on the
phone every ten minutes and so is that imbecile Abbott.
They are scared to death you will simply do some
interviews and bring out the ongoing cases and link
them together and they will all fall down-and it is so,
isn’t it?
D: I don’t think anything we will say will be used
and therefore an interview just gives credence to them.
C: Wrong. And I want you to know that the FBI is
already connecting with people-everybody
is NOT
against you-and
I am one of them. Moreover, I am
accepted and trusted by them and I tell you again, I was
present for the phone calls, the planning.

You can check out something else-the
attack
against your daughter, Kathy, and the raid on her
children. . Those ,records .are ordered sealed; Jason
Brent got .the deeds done and you are going to find the
‘effacers were ALSO, get this,. .ALSO from StalIion
Springs.
This involves Brent and a woman called
Tammy. She must be a real alley-cat, that one.
D: Wow. So go on and make the rest of my day. But
Kathy is not my “daughter’‘-she
is my daughter-inlaw and this has and will really hurt her family and her
business for she just helps us out because she loves us
and we do consider her “ours”.
C: Yes, you get the picture: bust up every family
member they can find! Now you can think about thisyou can go for blood and this time you will get it-or
you can sit and be destroyed, but it seems a real shame
to me to let it go because this is about as disgusting a
thing as I have ever had the misfortune of witnessing,
and as you will learn, I have witnessed a lot.
There was talk of getting the tapes of the programs
entered into the court as EVIDENCE by somebody
named Binder. Also, the attorney Horn is entering
papers without proper permission with [Judge] Chapin
to get this stuff on file against you. I suggest you listen
‘and don’t wait around to take some action because by
now they probably already have the information to the
courts.
D: Well, where can I reach you? I have to sit and
consider this and, frankly, I don’t have any reason to
trust you. Well, I guess I apologize for that nasty
statement, as you have apparently gone out on a limbI mean-oh,
please, you know what I mean. Is this
Mark Williams?
C: No, and I think you know that I wouldn’t tell you
if it were. I can only tell you again that you can trust
my information and go with it-and by the time you
need the back-up-I’ll
make sure you have it. But I
don’t want to ruin my cover for nothing, either. So, I’ll
have to contact you and I won’t tell you here on which
line I will call. I have all your numbers, FAX number
and both cell-phones. Be cautious but get some publicity because they don’t plan to stop here, if they aren’t

stopped by publicity. Ence is crazy as a loon and could
be dangerous.
It is a sure thing that investigators will show up to
look around and Ence has told them that you people
have tons of wheat and beans stored. He says it is
bunker stuff to keep you during a “hole-up” in your
bunkers where you keep some of the stash of weaponsthe rest are stored under things at the farm. Mrs.
Ekker, I suggest that you get some seed stored inside
the basement of your house-FOR SAFE KEEPING OF
SEEDS FORPLANTING, out of the reach of“vermin”.
And I can warn you now-they are NOT go&g t&let you
grow any crops this year so you could save your work
and money-and
equipment-by
just holding up, and
that gives you even more reason to be storing seeds
away from vermin.
If you inform Turner of every move it can. get talked
up and documented. I am not here to scare you morejust help you out a bit. If some of us don’t do something
we aren’t going to make it, because these bastards will
use and destroy anybody-not
just you nice people.
D: Thank you, I think. Please let me deal with this
and, yes, I’m sure I do thank you, but...
C: Never mind. I’ll be back in touch and can only
depend on you to keep your bargain as I can promise you
that I will keep mine, even if you can’t realize it yet. I
think this is enough for this sitting for I don’t really
want to be on this phone any longer anyway.
D: Sure, I understand that and, no, I won’t try to
track and will ask that no one else interfere. I can’t just
sit on this though, I’ll have to share.
C: That’s OK. You folks really do have a lot more
friends than you know and if we all play our cards right
you can get rid of a whole bunch of deadbeats at one
swing. God bless.
D: Thank you, and good bye.
C: Bye now.
End of conversation
I hope this man is “for real”. After a while it
sounded like everybody and nobody we knew-slightly
familiar but not enough to even guess as I guessed the
only one I suspected.
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CaughtInWebOfDeceit
Mojave, California’s
former municipal judge Ja‘son Brent has played a prominent and ever increasingly
sinister role in the legal entanglements which have
befallen Doris and EJ Ekker and the Phoenix Institute.
The story goes way back, 9 years-but
earlier in
Brent was a graduate of Midwood High
actuality.
School in 1952, LehighUniversityinBethlehem,
Penn.,
and a graduate of Columbia University, New York in
Industrial Engineering.
And then he graduated from
Columbia University School of Law. In the early ’60s
Mr. Brent worked as a management consultant with
Touche, Ross & Co. From 1971-88 he was a member
of the Knights of Pythias in New York and later became
a member of the Los Angeles County Bar Association
and the San Fernando Valley Bar Association in June
197 1. In the early ’90s he joined the Benevolent &
Protective Order of Elks, the Kiwanis, and the infamous intelligence cult of the American Mensa Society.
A graduate of Columbia University School of Law in
New York, Brent eventually joined up with the New
York law firm of Shea & Gould (1985-88), a silent
partner in Santa Barbara Savings & Loan-more
on
Prior to that he had been with Pacht, Ross,
that later
Warne, Bernhard & Sears.
Brent likens himself to the historical r&f-n-tumble
figure Judge Roy Bean, and also considers himself an
expert on World War II. He also enjoys playing OJ’s
sport, golf. He has a well known arsenal of weapons
and has publicly stated he is not afraid to use them.
While he was re-running for Kern County Municipal Court Judge in 1990, his opponent John Quinlen
ran the following advertisement in the May 31, 1990
Tehachapi Advantage, about Jason Brent. [Quoting:]
1978: Brent buys lot in Stallion Springs.
198 1: John Quinlen moves with family to East Kern
to become Deputy D.A.
1981: Brent registers to vote in Kern County, but
designates Tarzana residence address.
1985: Brent owns apartment units in Tehachapi.
Tenants send rent checks to Tarzana address.
1986: Brent re-registers to vote in East Kern County, I
now designating Stallion Springs residence address.
1987: (Aug.) Brent’s L.A. law firm required by
Secretary of State March Fong Eu to file as “Major
Donor” because of $25,000 in political contributions

1989: (May) Brent designates Kern County politicians as co-chairpersons of his election campaign.
1990: (Jan.) Brent rejected for Bakersfield Superior Court appointment.
1990: (Feb.) Brent calls East Kern Court “a highly
inefficient operation, growing more inefficient by the
hour”, claims extremely heavy case load, demands
appointment of anotherjudge and requests a consultant
be hired to help him manage the court.
1990: (Apr.) In debate, Quinlen calls Brent a lawyer from Los Angeles who used political influence to
get appointed and suggests Brent cannot handle the job.
Brent angrily bets $10,000 Quinlen is wrong.
1990: (May) Brent fails to decide his owp bet.
1990: (May) In debate, Brent boasts he has been an
East Kern resident longer than Quinlen.
1990: (May) Brent reluctantly admits his Stallion
Springs property tax bills were sent to Tarzana “as a
convenience”.
[End quoting.]
Moving back in time a year or so, Doris and EJ
Ekker were purchasing their retirement home from the
former owners, the Hayneses, under a land contract.
After making the appropriate and timely payment to the
Hayneses, the Ekkers received a Foreclosure Notice and
a Notice of Public Sale on their home. Upon going to
the public sale, prepared to bid on the home and actually purchase it, on May 24, 1989, at the East Front
Entrance of City Hall in Bakersfield, there was NO
SALE. On May 25th the Ekkers found out that Santa
Barbara Savings & Loan claimed that there was a sale
and by mid-July, 1988, they received a 3-Day Eviction
Notice to Quit. All attempts by the Ekkers to clarify
and negotiate a peaceful and lawful settlement and
purchase of the home were extensive, but fruitless.
The first direct salvo against Doris and EJ Ekker by
then-Judge Brent occurred at their first (non)hearing in
Mojave on December 28, 1988, when they were blatantly denied their
right of self-representation.
Called-up short by fellow Beverly Hills
slimeball attorney Steven Horn, Horn chided Brent on
the bench like some 3rd-grade schoolboy. Brent, appropriately reprimanded, took his cue and began the
steamrolling of justice by denying Ekkers their right to
speak for themselves.
This hearing was just a forewarning of much more to come which has been well
documented over these many years.
Brent’s ultimate devastating ruling against the
Ekkers was eventually overturned, after years of legal
fighting and tens of thousands of dollars later, thanks
to the assistance of concerned friends.
On July 29, 1990, (Father) Edward Cleary wrote a
letter to the editor of The Mojave News, referring to
Jason Brent’s brand of justice concerning the Ekkers,
which stated, [quoting:]
Your publishing of this article would help tremendously in bringing public attention to the injustice
being handed out by the Kern County Court.

with

a
19, 1990.

is arranged.

quoting.]
In an editorial appearing in tbe
Jason Brent responds to allegations about unfair treatment of the Ekkers. [Quoting:]
I have been reading about the alleged plight of EJ
Ekker and his wife relating to their residence.
I have been an attorney for almost 3 3 years, including three years as a judge. In all of my 33 years I have
never seen anyone who knew how to manipulate the
legal system to their advantage more efficiently than
the Ekkers.
They have received every benefit the legal system
allows to a party. They have taken advantage of every
provision of the law for their benefit.
Notwithstanding their statem.ents and the letters to
the editor written for them by others, the legal system
treated them more than fairly.
They have manipulated the legal system better than
anyohe I have met. Signed, Jason G. Brent. [End
quoting.]
Moving ahead in time, on December 16, 1993,
Jason Brent writes a demand letter to CONTACT to
retract the story which appeared in our November 30,
1993 edition. Complying with this request, we ran his
letter, along with a response by myself. Reprinting now
that letter and my response, [quoting:]
CONTACT has

1988: (Jan.) Surprise appointment of Brent to East
Kern Court.
198s: (Jan.) Brent sells Tarzana residence home
and begins full time residence in Stallion Springs.
1988: (July) Brent’s L.A. law firm is required to
file second “Major Donor” statement due to another
$25,000 political contribution,
1988: (Sept.) Brent recommends in writing that
Mojave Branch of East Kern Court be closed.
1989: (Jan.) Brent officially criticized in Kern
County Auditor’s report for poor record in disposing of
A prominent citizen of Tehachapi, Doris Ekker, a
cases.
writer of the
is presently caught in a
1989: (Mar.) Brent seeks appointment to Bakers- web of judicial injustice. At stake is their home in
field Superior Court.
Golden Hills.
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[QUOTING LETTER:]
IN

RESPONSE
TO
G. BRENT

JASON

12124193

21030
93561

(805 j823-1103
FAX (805) 823-l 104

you CONTACT
CONTACT

(800) 649-l 103
December

16, 1993

bring CRIMINAL charges of trespass against the parties involved (namely the Ekkers) as stewards of that
missing gold. The trespass CRIMINAL charges and
arrest
warrant
were served IN PUBLIC AT A
MEETING. The Ekkers have a legal easement on that
property;
they have persisted in trying to get the
“Criminal” charge changed to its proper jurisdiction as
a “Civil” matter (but to no avail), The legal prosecutors
(paid for by we-the-people) refuse to vacate the charges
EVEN IF THE LOT IS PURCHASED. The lot is vacant
and has been used by the neighborhood since long
before Ekkers moved to Tehachapi. This is too detailed
to bore our readers with at this time.
It is also interesting that Mr. Green always brings
your name, Mr. Brent, into his defense as he speaks to

ones all around the country, with “not to worry, I
have...”

Contact, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800’
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

I am, now, however, requesting to know WHY you
IT MAY were in communication with Mr. Green in early
December (now). Are we left to assume his statements
Gentlemen:
regarding charges and legal action in Las Vegas are
RE: PUBLIC STATEMENT IN THE MATTER OF valid and Mr. Green has been offering “truth” of his
Please be advised that this letter is a demand for
AS REGARDS JASON G. BRENT.
connections prior to now?
correction as required by the California Civil Code
You state that you do not have a “big ego mouth”.
Section 48(a). You are hereby unconditionally
re- STATEMENT,
MADE UNDER PENALTY
OF I find that interesting, to say the least, since you,
quested to correct your libel of me as set forth in the PERJURY, THIS 24TH DAY OF DECEMBER, yourself, at campaign interviews for “re-election to the
November 30, 1993, issue of “Contact: The Phoenix
1993.
Bench” did in fact state that “I have a booming voice I
Project”.
like to use to intimidate...,”
I would also refer to an
1. You are unconditionally requested to correct
News, in which a
I, being of sound mind and fully aware, by article in the paper,
Page 26 in that I never met nor spoke with George personal ohservation and participation, in the matters gentleman from Ridgecrest said the following: “During
Green until December 6 or 7, 1993, and I was in no in question, do hereby comment for the clarification of my lo-year tenure as the Deputy Probation Officer to
way involved with the purchase/sale of any property the
readers as to the demands of Former the East Kern Municipal Courts I was in the courtroom
to the Church or to the Ekkers. Further, I do not have Judge Jason Brent. I shall, therefore, attempt to clarify on countless occasions.
My experiences with Judge
a “big ego mouth”, and I am not interested in getting reasons for having made statements which Mr. Brent Brent indicate that his actions in the above case were
the Ekkers.
not an aberration. I have heard him threaten to hit a
now considers to be libelous.
2. On Page 27, I never met Mr. Green, or had him
1. If you, Mr. Brent, have “never met nor spoke prosecutor of another sex case, shout at and intimidate
TO:
CONCERN

AND

TO

WHOM

do favors for me, or me favors for Mr. Green, until a
short telephone conversationon December 6 or 7,1993.
3. On Page 30, correct the statement that I am not
Jewish-I am Jewish and I do support Jewish causes.
Further, correct the statement that I openly slandered
and insulted the Ekkers on the record. Also on Page 30,
correct the innuendo that the Court record is missing
because something improper was done. In Municipal
Court there isn’t a court reporter for almost all of the
proceedings
therefore, there
be no record of
what transpired. Lastly, correct the statement that I
was spurred on by Mr. Green,
4. Correct the statement on Page 3 1 that justice was
obstructed by
5. Correct the misstatement that I have spread the
word from “Bakersfield racetrack buddies” to the whole
elite of the township.
6. Correct the statement on Page 62 that I have told
people that I have the power to destroy the Ekkers.

with George Green until December 6 or 7, 1993....”
then you shall have to take up that issue directly with
George Green. He has told “everybody” (his favorite
inclusive statement) that he has been working directly
with you and has, in fact, sent parties to you for legal
opposition to “close” the Phoenix Institute and “pull
down” the Ekkers AND the Institute. There are several
names which may be familiar to you: John and Eleanor
Schroepfer, Raymond Clark and LEON FORT and
friend, Ann Beam. These people were in your office,
and Mr. Fort tells Mr. Green that you continue to ask
about the ‘%a&‘. Mr. Schroepfer states that George
Green “insisted we go to Jason Brent for legal action
because ‘he
all about those people and the whole
thing.’ ” If you have no memory of these incidents then
we have to assume lapse of memory and will surely be
happy to correct such misperceptions. However, we get
almost
word of the fact that Mr. Green continues
to state that you and he are working coventurers in this
matter.
Sincerely yours,
His more recent statements are regarding your
participation in obtaining legal counsel in Las Vegas in
conjunction with Luke Perry to “pull down, shut down
and wipe out the whole bunch” for libel upon his
JASON G. BRENT
.’
person.
This includes the Phoenix Institute for
Research & Education, a solid Nevada Corporation;
JGB :
a recognized State of Nevada Corporation
Jason G. Brent and publication. The list of various and sundry other
ATTORNEY
LAW parties and corporations increases with each “telling”
by Mr. Green.
[END OF QUOTING LETTER]
Whether or not you are aligned with Mr. Green, it
does seem quite coincidental

RESPONSE

and circumstantial

that

when Mr. Green took over $350,000 (gold coins) and
absconded with them, along with other property and

a

unknown amounts of other gold stashes belonging to
the “Institute” and did, in fact, bury the “loot” in his
backyard in Nevada, near Carson City, the Sheriff’s
department
in Tehachapi
REFUSED to become
“involved” due to being “told” by “someone” that it was
not worthy of investigation or charge.
We DO find it interesting that the SAME law
enforcement authorities who refused to even “check
into” the theft of nearly half-a-million dollars now

Small Claims litigants, and belittle and demean Court
Clerks in open courtroom.. . .” AND:
“....Nobody was left in doubt as to Judge Brent’s
stand on gun control, however. After stating that he
carries a gun himself, that he owns numerous guns, and
that he has a semi-automatic that would wipe us (the
spectators) out in a moment, he simply stated, ‘I don’t
believe in it (gun control)‘....”
I also was privy to a conversation with someone in
Tehachapi who laughed and said, “I asked Brent about
his business now that he isn’t any longer Judge,” and he
laughed and responded, “Oh, pretty good, I am just
spending my time undoing what I sent people up for.”
This may be an ill-quoted statement as to total accuracy
of wording and we also understand it was
an
attempt at humor. I would guess that it is more
humorous to anyone who WAS NOT “SENT UP” in the
first place.
By the way, as to re-election. Ekkers’ own attorney
said that YOU, Mr. Brent, said that you fully blamed
Ekkers for failure of your re-eiection. Well, that seems
unfair since I WAS PRESENT when Mr. Ekker, as
President of the Golden Hills Property Owner’s
Association (yes, he did actually at one time have the
property), introduced your opponent at a meeting called
for the purpose of meeting the “opposing” candidates.
Your wife, Mrs. Brent, took the floor and blasted Mr.
Ekker IN PUBLIC about your not having been invited
also. She shouted that the reason Jason Brent was not
present for equal time was that “he had ruled against
Ekkers in a case.” Mr. Ekker didn’t even know who
was speaking. This was a local meeting and Mrs. Brent
could be considered an intruder, by all definition, being
from Stallion Springs and this being a local property
owner’s meeting.
The “Board” had decided which
speakers to invite, Mr. Ekker was only hosting the
meeting.
Again, in Mojave, the Ekkers and several of us
friends, went to an open dinner meeting wherein there
would be Jason Brent and Mr. Quinlen speaking as
candidates. Neither the Ekkers nor any of us had ever
laid eyes on Mr. Quinl :n but were unfortunate (in
retrospect) to sit near his family at dinner. During the
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speech by you, Mr. Brent, you turned to the Ekkers and
announced that you had never “lost an appeal”. (The
Ekkers
had a legal appeal regarding your lack of
allowing a “hearing” and you lost that one.)
As for “getting the Ekkers”, it has not been such a
long time that you wrote an Editorial Letter stating that
in all of your experience at law, you had never
witnessed people who could so manipulate the judicial
system as the Ekkers. Manipulate? The System? The
Ekkers have struggled against all odds through every
court in the area, against the Savings and Loan, YOU,
and fInally
had their home confiscated by the
Resolution Trust Corporation while still in litigation,
the property sold right out from under them and YOU
call this “manipulation of the system”?? You told the
Ekkers, in 1988, not to come back to court without a
lawyer and to file new documents properly and you
would give them five days to do so ON NEW YEAR’S
WEEKEND! I ! Gosh, as a public servant, how helpful
qan you be2
The interesting thing is that the Ekkers were
supposed to be finalizing and receiving full funding for
a “fabrication” business in Tehachapi for $33 million.
I know, because I had put the package together,
MYSELF. YOU nor Mr. Horn, the opposing attorney,
would give a “continuance” for the necessary trip to
consummate and close the project funding contract. It
was mandatory to settle by year’s end and in the process
we missed the funding. My partners and myself lost
over $600,000 personally, in commissions, for Ekkers’
inability to perform. There are other parties (local)
who can verify this matter for there is an outstanding
judgement settlement still against the Ekkers for this
failure to perform.
This did not, I must admit, Sir,
endear you to me, as well as other reasons which I will
cover momentarily.
However, in the wisdom gained
through years of experience, I would never make such
statements without documentation, nor will I sit still
with my reputation as a Journalist on the line while you
work to discredit me as well as others involved.
Further, as to “getting the Ekkers”. It seems that
you have spoken far and wide, even in the newspapers
with interviews in which you blast both the
and the Ekkers as well as myself.
I believe the
documents speak for themselves as to validity of your
intent.
If we have misreported
your words as to
exactness, we apologize and would correct said statement if you will state what you “actually” did say and
give us a FULL DISCLOSURE
OF YOUR INVOLVEMENT WITH THE
RECENT HAPPENINGS INVOLVING OUR PAPER, THE INSTITUTE
AND THE EKKERS! We are “told” it is quite interesting and Mr. Green tells “everyone” (his words) of
your involvement and how “helpful” you have been,
Again, if “he” is not being fully truthful, that is not our
responsibility and we therefore ask that YOU take it up
with HIM.
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Could your pique have anything to do with Mrs.
Ekker’s writings about possible inaccuracies in the
Jewish presentation of the Holocaust and the claim by
yourself and others as to their being Anti-Semitic? Sir,
you are NOT Semitic! I accept that you may well be
acclaimed and self-styled “Jewish” but you are NOT a
Semite. Semites come from the lineage of Shem (originally known as Shemites) your own claimed people DO
NOT come from that lineage ANY WAY you describe
i.. I suggest you read your
The “term” “JEW” was not originated until somewhere
in the late 1700s and, therefore, “Jew” was an unknown
word until the eighteenth century. Perhaps~ what you
are referring to in your objections is your recognition of
Zionism as related to the New World Order or, perhaps,
a statement of your “anti-Christ” position in political
stance? We know wherein Mr. Green(berg?) fits but we
have no wish to annoy you at all about this, or anything.
Therefore, I unequivocally correct the statement in
error: Mr. Brent is a Jew.
I would point out, however, that in being so
adamant
about “being a Jew” points up some
interesting possibilities such as the religious oaths
This is of particular
taken in that participation.
interest since it would seem to me, a simple citizen
under the
that “something” is wrong here especially as befits an
honorable Judge and Lawyer who acclaims and causes
ones to make “oaths” unto truth, constantly. I would
share a brief portion of a historical document:
a lengthy letter by Benjamin H. Freedman
(A Jew, although not self-styled nor so-called) to Dr.
David Goldstein .(a well-known Jew, self-styled and
so-called); this letter is dated October 10, 1954. This
is, however,
America, in which, according to our
we have rights to practice religious
beliefs
and speech in FREEDOM.
Why do not
Christians and other- denominations have the SAME
RIGHTS as do the JEWS who are neither a religion or
a race, but USE BOTH as a badge to attain rights that
no other citizens may hold?
QUOTING:
THE
MODERN
JEW
IS THE
PRODUCT
OF
THE

To the average
Christian
the word
“Talmud” is just another word associated
by them with the form
of religious
worship
practised
in their
synagogues
by socalled or self-styled
27,
“Jews”. Many Christians have never heard
do
of the
Very
[or
6
7, 1993. few Christians
Oops! 1 Perhaps you would share with us what “until” other doctrines] are informed on the contents
means? It would seem that the “protest” is self-evident
Some
and as a “lawyer/Judge” 1 would think you would note of the
may believe the
as much.
to be an integral
3. Well, I suppose I will graciously retract any such
accusation as your not being a Jew. The expressed part of the religious
known to
requirements for anyone as to being Jewish in quali- worship
fication is “anyone who says he is a Jew!” Yes, we also them as “Judaism”. It
know that you SUPPORT Jewish “causes”. We note suggests a sort of
that you even advertised to gather Jews into a group in or religious text book.
the community for the purpose of SUPPORTING JEW- It is classed as a spiriISH CAUSES. We are left to consider, since the Ekkers tual manual. But othfew if any
are affiliated with Christian belief, although they erwise
belong to NO CHURCH, NO DOCTRINE, OR GROUP, Christians have an unhow it would be received if they ADVERTISED IN THE derstanding ofthe conPAPER FORONES TO COME JOIN THEIR SUPPORT tents of the
and what it mcansin
OF CAUSES GROUP?

the daily lives of so-called or self-styled “Jews”. As an
illustration, my dear Dr. Goldstein, how many Christians have any conception
of the
(All
Vows) prayer
In Volume VIII of the
on page
539 found in the Library of Congress, the New York
Public Library and libraries of all leading cities, will be
found the official translation into English of the prayer
known as the “Kol Nidre” (All Vows) prayer. It is the
prologue of the Day of Atonement services in the
synagogues. It is recited three times by the standing
congregation in concert with chanting rabbis at the
altar. After the .recital of the “Kol Nidre”
Vows)
prayer the Day of Atonement religious ceremonies
follow immediately, The Day of Atonement religious
observances are the highest HOLY DAYS of so-called
or self-styled “Jews” and are celebrated as such througkThe official translation into English of
the “Kol Nidre” (All Vows) prayer follows:

”
The implications, inferences and innuendoes of
the “Kol Nidre” (All Vows) prayer are referred to in
the
in the Book of
as
follows:
“And he who desires that
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(1). (His vows are then INVALID, providing
that he remembers this at the time of the vow.)
(Footnotes): “( 1) This may have provided
a support for the custom of reciting Kol Nidre
(a formula for dispensation of vows) prior to
the Evening Service of the Day of Atonement
(Ran).... Though the beginning of the year
(New Year) is mentioned here, the Day of
Atonement was probably chosen on account of
its great solemnity. But Kol Nidre as a Dart of
the ritual
and, as seen from the following statement of R.
Huna B. Hinene,

The greatest study of the“Kol Nidre” (All Vows)
prayer was made by theeminent psycho-analyst Professot Theodor Reik, the celebrated pupil of the famous
Dr. Sigmund Freud.
The analysis of the historic,
religious and psychological background of the “Kol
Nidre” (All Vows) prayer by Professor Reik presents
in its true perspective.
This important
study is contained in Professor Reik’s “The Ritual,
Psycho-Analytical
Studies”.
In the chapter on the
on page 168, Professor Reik states:
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Synagogues and temples throughout the
city were crowded yesterday as the 24 hour fast
began. Dr. Norman Salit, head of the Synagogue Council of America, representing the
three major Jewish bodies, had called on other
faiths TO JOIN THE FAST.. . . Cutting across
religious
lines,

That just about “tops” anything I have ever had
come to my attention revealing the ignorance and
indifference of the Christian clergy to the hazards
today facing the Christian faith. From my personal
contacts with the Manhattan Office of the Protestant
Council in the recent past I hold out very little hope for
any constructive contribution they can make to the
common defense of the Christian faith against its
dedicated enemies.
In each instance they buckled
under the “pressure”
exerted
upon them by the
“contacts” for so-called or self-styled “Jews”. If it was

not so tragic it would be comic. It was a joke indeed but
the joke was on the Christian clergy. Ye Gods! Many
Christian
churches
“pealed their bells”, as the
Protestant Council reports the event,
Just where
does betrayal of a trust and breach of faith begin?
The present wording of the “Kol Nidre” (All Vows)
prayer dates from the 1 lth century. Apolitical reversal
in Eastern Europe compelled the so-called or selfstyled “Jews” in Eastern Europe to adopt the present
wording of the “Kol Nidre” (All Vows) prayer. That
story involves the history of the so-called or self-styled
“Jews” in Eastern Europe. Before relating here as
briefly as possible the history of the so-called or
self-styled “Jews” of Eastern Europe I would like to
quote here another short passage from the
In analyzing the course of history which
resulted in the present wording of the“Kol Nidre” (AI1
Vows) prayer the
in Volume VII,
on page 540, states:
“AN IMPORTANT ALTERATION IN THE
WORDING OF THE ‘KOL NIDRE’ WAS
MADE BY RASHI’S SON-IN-LAW, MEIR
BEN
SAMUEL,
WHO CHANGED THE
ORIGINAL PHRASE ‘FROM THE LAST DAY

TWEEN

Before explaining to you how the present wording
Kol Nidre (All Vows) prayer was introduced into
the Day of Atonement synagogue ceremonies, my dear
Dr. Goldste& I”would like to quote a passage to you
from the
The
confirms the fact that
the “Kd Nidre” (All Vows) prayer has no spiritual
v&e
might be believed because it is recited in
synagogues on the Day of Atonement as
The secular
significance of the “Kol Nidre” (All Vows) prayer is
indicated forcefully by the analysis in the
In Volume VI, on page 441, it
states:
“The Kol Nidre has nothing whatever to
do with the actual idea of the Day of
Atonement. . . it attained
to extraordinary
solemnity and popularity by reason

My dear Dr. Goldstein, prepare for the shock of
your life. Compelled by what you have now read here
about the “Kol Nidre” (All Vows) prayer you must be
shocked to learn that many Christian churches actually
“pealed
their bells” on the Day of Atonement in
celebration of that holy day for so-called or self-styled
“Jews”. How stupid can the Christian clergy get? From
what I have learned after a cursory inquiry I am unable
to say whether it was a case of stupidity or cupidity.
With what you already know, together with what you
will additionally know before you finish this letter, you
will be able to judge for yourself whether it was
stupidity or cupidity. There is not one single fact in this
entire letter which every graduate of a theoiogical
seminary did not have the opportunity to learn.
The following news item was featured in the New
on October 7th only a few days
ago [f954].
Under a prominent headline “JEWISH
HOLIDAYS TO END AT SUNDOWN” the New
gave great prominence to the following.
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19, 1995

Mr. George
Green
Box 3300
Bozeman,
MT 59772
Dear George:
This letter is intended to confirm our telephone
A@ril 14 relating to the Ekker problem.

conversation

of

I would
recommend
that
person
defrauded
Ekkers write
a detailed
letter to Ed Jagels, Kern County District Attorney,
Don Lungren, Attorney General
the State of California, the
Fraud Department
of the U.S. Post Office,
the
Department of the Securities and Exchange
Commission
in
Washington, D.C. setting forth a detailed account of how they
defrauded and requesting criminal prosecution of
I would
also
recommend
that
each person
send a similar
letter
to
the District Attorney of the
in which
he/she resides as
well as
Attorney
of
state.in which
In addition, I would recommend
each person
resides.
defrauded send
a similar letter to the Attorney General of
State of Mevada as
do a substantial amount of
Lastly I would recommend that each person who was
in Nevada.
defrauded
contact
any local
official they know and
that government official to apply pressure to the District
For example, if Mr. Jones was
Attorney or Attorney General.
defrauded and he is friends wit.1 an Assemblyman where he lives he
should contact the Assemblyman and ask the Assemblyman to set up
an appointment with the District Attorney
of his county and with
all
of this
Hopefully,
the Attorney General of his state.
will get some action on the criminal front
against
the
Ekkers.
If I am retained as the attorney, I would assist in preparing
letters and contacting the appropriate prosecuting
officials.
Both

us know what the

and, therefore,

further

the
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.

OF ATONEMENT TO THIS ONE’ to ‘FROM
THIS DAY OF ATONEMENT UNTIL THE
NEXT’.”
You will agree, my dear Dr. Goldstein, that Meir
ben Samuel

END OF QUOTING

Mr. Brent, it would seem a disservice to do other
than point out to you the serious implications of your
religion as a direct conflict of interest to a court of law
in which the Oath of Truth and upholding oftheLaws
Since this is THE most
of the .Land are the.point.
important.prayer and the FIRST recited on the Day of
Atonement in YOUR FAITH, it annoys me that you
would accuse US of making erroneous statements.
I, Rick Martin, am, as are both Mr. and Mrs. Ekker,
MINISTERS,
ORDAINED
IN THE BODY OF
CHRIST-card
carrying, if you will. We are certified,
legal and serving, holders of Doctorates of Divinity.
We hold no prejudice nor bias for or against your
ONLY. “KOL NIDRE” PRAYER EXTENDS IMMU- beliefs-but
do take exception to such oaths against
NITY IN ADVANCE FOR ONE YEAR FROM ALL keeping oaths as stated,
and
OBLIGATIONS
TO OBSERVE THE TERMS OF
IN YOUR RELIGION.,
I believe, and would fight Constitutionally,
for
OATHS. VOWS AND PLEDGES MADE IN THE YEAR
FOLLOWING THE DATE OF THE DAY OF ATONE- YOURRIGHT to practice your religion as you see fit in
MENT
THE PRAYER
RECITED.
open freedom. I do, however, take exception that you
year,
would use such oaths to practice your claim as a fair
judicial servant of the People in the highest seats of the
judicial system. This OATH “KOL NIDRE” IS OPEN
a
LICENSE TO LIE, CHEAT, STEAL AND BREAK
EVERY RULE AND REGULATION AND YES,
INDEED, I MOST STRENUOUSLY OBJECT.
Mr. George Green
April
19, 1995
Page 2

description
of their
honesty,
integrity,
etc.
is needed.
If I am
retained
aa the attorney
for
defrauded,
I would
want
a substantial
The Ekkers
will
fight
every
inch
of the
and will
attempt
after
the Ekkers
will‘ be a full
time job.
To put it slightly
differently,
f would
give
my entire
practice
and only
proceed
against
the Ekkers.
against
them in the courts,
I would als6
have to proceed
them on the public
relations
front.
That would
require
providing
evidence
to the editors
of all
appropriate
newspapers
so that
they
and their
shills
cannot
use the newspapers
to attack
the
victims,
law enforcement
agencies,
and every one else
concerned
in their
fraud.
You

have

indicated

to
that
you were coliCacted
by people
that
the approximate
amount of $2 million/$2.5
million.
I
it qnly fair for
person to put up 10% of
the amount
he/she
was defrauded
my warchest
would
be
$200-250,000
for
legal
fees
and costs.
I would
not proceed
until
and unless that
money was deposited
in
Attorney’s
Trust
Account
so that
I could
be assured
of receiving
payment for the
services I render and for the substantial costs I will incur.
I
will incur
substantial
filing
fees
and,
in all
probability,
incur
substantial
private
investigators
costs,
I think the above summarizes our conversation.
As I advised you,
i.f the people
cannot
up a warchest
equal
to 10% of the amount.
they
have been defrauded,
I
not interested
in proceeding
against
the Ekkers.
If the people haven't got the
to put
up 10%
the amount they were defrauded
to hopefully
recover
the
amount
they
defrauded,
then
they do not deserve
competent
legal
counsel.
If I can
contact

provide

additional

information

to

you or

anyone,

please

yours,
,

:
,: ..
!
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Now,as tothenext:“,..
correct the statement that I
openly slandered and insulted the Ekkers on record.
Also on Page 30, correct the innuendo that the Court
record is missing because something improper was
done. In Municipal Court there isn’t a court reporter
for almost all of the proceedings and, therefore, there
would be no record of what transpired.”
JudgeBrent, YOU KNOW that you did this-of all
things in point you know you did this one! There were
at least 15 witnesses present in the courtroom and I will
be most happy to refresh your memory of this little
fiasco of “booming voice” of intimidation!
You entered the Bench and stated that you had
made your decision and “would hear no facts” in the
matter.In fact you would not HEAR THE MATTER.
There was no court reporter present so A TAPE
RECORDER WAS SET UP IN FRONT OF GOD AND
EVERYBODY PRESENT AND PLACED ON THE
BENCH IN FRONT OF YOU, RECORDING EVERYTHING YOU SAID. We, I was present and referred
by you, sat stunned as you continued the abusive
language while refusing to allow hearing from anyone
behalf including their attorney who
on Ekkers’
continued to “try” to speak.
You concluded
your statesmanlike oratory by
calling the Ekkers flakes and dead-beats. You accused
them of simply trying to rip-off Santa Barbara Savings
and Loan; you said they couldn’t afford such property
at any rate and “nobody” can get away without paying
mortgage and/or rent. (Interesting concept since they
wouldowe NEITHER if there
the lawful sale
as advertised TO THEM and handled according TO
INSTRUCTIONS BY THAT VERY
AND
LOAN.) You further said that you
there was a lender of funds and, further, you didn’t.
“believe there was anyone such as Rick Martin”. Well
I think it is interesting that the “opposition” did in fact
locate the attorney of the funder (and
nothing
further about Ekkers having
purchase at the advertised public auction)
Martin, am right here alive
your disfavor AGAIN! Oh, you said a lot more while
everyone sat in stunned silence in disbelief
but threw us all out of the courtroom.
Then what happened? The parties involved went to
the court to get copies of the tape in point. Oh, there
WAS a tape, Sir. The Clerks had seen the tape and
least two copies of it. There was a listing in the file of
the tape and two copies of it, etc. BUT NO TAPES,
NOWHERE, NOHOW!
Next, some weeks later, the Ekkers received .a
“bill” from their lawyer from the firm of Bunker, etc.
and Mr. Hornback, their attorney FOR
STRUCTION” HEARING. Since this was not known to
them, they inquired as to what was “this”? Mr. Homback
told them that YOU had summoned Mr. Horn and
himself to “reconstruct” the hearing as
since “records seemed to be missing”. EKKERS WERE
NEVER NOTIFIED OF THIS “RECONSTRUCTION”.
So, Mr. Ekker said to h,is attorney: “You did get it all
on record, then, didn’t you?” Mr. Hornback fidgeted
and stammered and said, “...well, no, not exactly. I had
to sign a document that said we were all ‘heard’ and all
mention of statements were deleted.” Mr. Ekker said:
“That is perjury and I hold you responsible, Mr.
Hornback, for misconduct.” Shortly thereafter the law
firm withdrew from the Ekkers’ case.
There WAS a record of what transpired that day in
court AND “SOMEONE” REMOVED THAT RECORD.
It is KNOWN that Mr. Horn removed “things” from the
file as he was SEEN DOING SO IN JUDGE
RANDALL’S COURT IN BAKERSFIELD.
I am quite sure, now, Sir, that there no longer is a
“record” of what transpired in that courtroom, BUT
THERE ARE AT LEAST
THE SCENE SO I WOULD BEG TO DIFFER IN
THAT YOU PROBABLY MEAN, “THERE IS NO
REMAINING ‘OFFICIAL’ RECORD OF THAT WHICH
DID, IN ACTUALITY, TRANSPIRE.”
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Your next demand, u. . .Lastly, correct the statement
that I was spurred on by Mr. Green.” I would assume
you to know that better than do I, so I shall have to
assume that you needed no “spurring” on by anyone
other than self and perhaps it was more Mr. Horn who
spurred you on at the time of the events than George
Green. Perhaps you need no “spurring on” with help at
any circumstance.
4. I guess I also have to defer to your demand to
correct the statement “that justice was obstructed by me
or anyone else” and quiet myself.
There was NO
JUSTICE, so to have it “obstructed” is perhaps a legal
term that should have been “avoided”. I would, therefore, correct the item to read that there was “NO
JUSTICE” and forget the “obstruction”.
5. I find this one most interesting of ALL. “Correct
the misstatement that I have spread the word from
‘Bakersfield racetrack buddies’ to the whole elite of the
township.” Well, there are only self-styled “Elite” in
our village so I retract that “accusation”. HOWEVER,
I am “the horse’s mouth” once again. We have on two
occasions, had DIRECT word FROM YOU (OR
CLAIMED TO BE FROM YOU) about the Ekkers.
Once on a golf course ones of our “so-called” group,
which is not, were told to “stay away from the Ekkers
because it is dangerous to even be near them or their
property and they are going to be ‘run out of town’ by
a group headed by Judge Brent.” And, on a day when
MY MOTHER, was at a “racetrack” in Bakersfield, a
man approached MY MOTHER and said, “I know you;
aren’t you one of those ‘attached’ some way to the
‘Phoenix’ group?”
My Mother was stunned by the
encounter and said, “No, there is no such group
I do
some part-time editing and know the people to whom
you must be referring.” The man continued, “Well, you
better watch out because those people are going to be
taken out, or run out of town soon.”
My Mother was terrified, Mr. Brent. Now, again,
I only have it second-hand but my mother does not take
the Kol Nidre, so I have no reason to disbelieve her.
Perhaps you just have friends who aren’t. Again, I only
print what is validated and if this is all figment of wild
imaginings, I certainly stand corrected for we would
not wish to blemish your credentials nor cause you
difficulty among your friends in high piaces.
Friends in high places? Oh, indeed, we KNOW that
you got appointed to the Mojave Municipal Court by
Governor Deukmejian, after your (ex)law firm of Shea
and Gould put up campaign funds of at least (listed)
$50,000 for him. We also know that Shea and Gould
were large owners of Santa Barbara Savings and Loan
Association
who carried the notes on the Ekkers’
property. We also KNOW that when the RTC took over
NOTHING CHANGED in the Home Office of SBS
except the ones there got a promotion and raise in
salary while ALL legal counsel remained the same. We
also have proof that there was no legal SALE of the
property in which you would allow NO HEARING and,
thus, it all flunks the sniff test. +
In view of all the evidence and documentation in
the matter, to believe that Geoige Green, admitted
embezzler of nearly half-a-million dollars in gold (and
maybe more), might well be “finally” speaking truth
was too much to hope for, I guess.
We are indeed sorry if we have caused you undue
inconvenience in writing this demand notice. I would,
however, defend myself and the
to the last
sentence, Sir. We do not have you listed anywhere as
a subscriber so we wonder whereby you come with this
information??
We have far more readers locally in

Opinions
of the
contributors are their own and
hot necessarily reflect those of
staff or management.

Nevada and elsewhere than from that small area of
California. We simply find it interesting and thank you
for your continued reading. Since early editions of
original predecessor,
were actually ENTERED AS EVIDENCE IN
COURT TO PROVE THE EKKERS WERE BIGOTS
AND ANTI-SEMITES, WE HAVE TO ASSUME THAT
MR. HORN AND YOURSELF HAVE BEEN ARDENT
READERS FROM THE START OF OUR FIRST OFFERINGS. It did, however, at the time, seem quite
strange since the first case was one of simple “Unlawful
Detainer”
which should have taken less than 15
minutes to clear up in Court and, at the least, a “resale”
set. To find it ongoing into its sixth YEARis seemingly
a BIT OUTRAGEOUS, Mr. Brent. Corrections??
I
have a LOT TO BE CORRECTED but it is not within
my error-making.
We have a number of public documents, letters JO
the editors and articles on file. I shall not, however,
release any pertinent case information either for or
against YOU or Mr. Green. I am a bit shocked that you
would see fit to “try” this in
press, even if our
“press” is but a tiny and all-but-unheard voice in the
wilderness.
Mr. Green was able to conjure fully
outrageous
statements to utter into the ear of the
in cahoots with other n’er-do-wells.
It is proving most embarrassing to those parties
involved. I would suggest that you consider the possibilities of Mr. Green’s ability to damage, very carefully
for the one he damages next may WELL BE YOU!
As to your last demand: “Correct the statement on
Page 62 that I have told people that I have the power to
destroy the Ekkers.” I can’t do that. If YOU demand
and state that this is untrue, I will allow it to show
“correction”; however, this has been stated by so many
people that I find it hard to believe that you did not
Perhaps ones
“somehow suggest” such an inference.
went about “saying” that you have the power to
destroy
the Ekkers
and it came back to roost
incorrectly. I apologize if ones have misquoted you and
I have somehow furthered such insinuation. I find it
almost incredible to believe that such a vicious pair of
old people reduced to public assistance could upset your
apple-cart so completely. The funny thing is, “Judge”
Brent, that these ones who are supposed to have cost
you two elections DIDN’T EVEN VOTE!
I herein
apologize
to our readers and most
especially to our staff and Editor, for bringing such
affront to this paper. However, I stand on the record
and under OATH (for I do NOT take the Kol Nidre)
that the above information is true and accurate and
first-hand to the very best of my ability to reconstruct.
1, further, take this oath under penalty of perjury that
my statements are true and accurate to the very best of
my ability. It is obvious from your letter that there is
great discrepancy between what you state and that
which Mr. Green is “telling everybody” (his favorite
phrase). I am a Journalist and confirm iay information
and resources.
As a servant unto GOD I stand in that Lighted
Truth and do no! “cop out” by confusion of religious
permission to lie, cheat, steal and break vows. This in
itself is in no way to be construed as ai accusation, I
only express that which you have demanded as to your
“Jewishness” and goal of support to “Jewish ‘causes’ “.
It
hard to have one without the
other, i.e., Kol Nidre!
You also said on that “infamous
day of missing records” something
about the Ekkers having “a Nevada
corporation and we all know what that
means. _. ! !” What does that mean, your
Honor?? The one they HAD was bankruptcd due to local wind-business downfall. You have put down the Ekkers
do from
onset, Sir, and it is KNOWN all
the / around the town and through the papers. I wonder if you realize, Sir, that
J Mr. Ekker was a, high executive in

Transamerica

Cprporation;

and, as well, in the wind

business, he represented George Sharffenberger (surely
you know him since he was one of the most well-paid
corporate executives in the U.S., as CEO of City Investing).
I do not believe that the Ekkers did anything to
bring yotir wrath upon them. They even thought you

were on their side, and with naive compassion commented to one of the clerks that first day of court, “You
must be proud to work for him (Brent).” The stunned
silence which confronted them is now far more easily
understood for the indication is that you actually abused
the clerks and I personally witnessed you heaping
abuse, with Mr. Horn, upon them for “losing” documents. We now KNOW that the documents in point
resided ultimately in Mr. Horn’s private briefcase.
I guess this was not exactly what I wou&i have
wanted to do on Christmas Eve, but perhaps Christ
might have a bit ofvisibility herein for our staff who are
appalled over this confrontation and demand from you,
Mr. Brent. I guess it all is testing my mettle as a
Christian, Sir, and for that I most certainly thank you.
[End of 1993 article]
In the meantime, during George Green’s tenure as
publisher of the Phoenix material, in 1991 Green accepted almost $400,000 in gold coins as a gift intended
for the Phoenix Institute. When leaving the state in
1993, the gold coins went with him. Crossing state
lines in an act of theft of $400,000 in goldcoins didn’t
seem to interest local sheriffs, but the Phoenix Institute
did file suit’ in Northern Nevada to recover the stolen
property. The Supreme Court of Nevada ruled in favor
of the Institute on Jan. 4,1996, but due to the unbelievable legal system and manipulations by George Abbott
and David Horton the gold remains captive by Nevada
Judge Gamble. It remains to be seen for how much
longer. But once again, Jason Brent is ir this up to his
conspiratorial eyeballs.
George Green was close with Rod Ence, who was
a member of the Board of Directors of the Phoenix
Institute and who also left the Institute as a thief. As if
it weren’t sufficient for him to steal a tractor donated to
the farm, funded by the Institute, Ence also stole a
$23,000 donation intended for the farm. The trail of
tears and deception grows deeper and thicker with each
passing day. Of course, the coalition of Green and Ence
was only partially complete. Enter Ed Cleary, Amore
sinister coalition you’ll never find. Two babbling
crazies hatching plans of ill-intent to bring harm to the
Phoenix Institute. It is also extremely interesting to
note Jason Brent’s presence, along with Betty Tuten
and Leon Fort at a recent reconsideration hearing in
Judge Chapin’s Bakersfield courtroom-sitting
with
none other than attorney Steven Horn. The plot
thickens greatly.

In another stroke of unbelievable stupidity,
Jason Brent sticks his foot into it up to the knee by
documenting a letter to George Green, remarkably
dated April 19,1995.
lo& II.] This
letter speaks for itself in proving, beyond any
reasonable doubt, the con@ratoriaI relationship which exists, then and now, between George Green and Jason Brent.
With Mensa stars in his eyes, Jason Brent
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documents for the cult’s private publication (Nov. ‘95
edition,
now a collector’s item) an article which
created
a real stir among life-affirming
people
everywhere. The article by Brent says, in part:
“. . . society must face the concept that we kill off the
old, weak, the stupid and the inefficient,” concluding
that “the true travesty wrought by Hitler was that he
forever spoiled the concept of a master race,” and “I’m
not a fascist, I just have a problem that we better face.”
goes on
“I don’t
want to be portrayed as some weirdo person,
though
nobody else agrees with me-we cannot
continue to have population explosion. Growth has to
stop. We better face that we have to kill people.
There are not unlimited amounts of resources.”
And he then goes on to add, “The way to trim the
population is to force people to purchase the right to
reproduce.”
Oh, wow. So much for Mensa brilliance. I guess
that’s what happens in cults like that.
As if all that weren’t enough, in a deposition of
Jason Brent on June 19, 1996, when asked about the
Ekkers he responded, “I told him like I did you. I
dislike the Ekkers violently.”
Then, as recently as last week, Jason Brent met
privately with local Channel #29 over the story they
had run about “cults”, attempting to link the Phoenix
Institute somehow with the madness in San Diego.
Incredibly, in a deposition .of Edward J. Cleary
taken on July 3, 1996, in the legal case of Ekker vs.
Santa Barbara Savings & Loan Association, which
appears as an Exhibit in the legal documentation filed
by Timothy Buchanan on behalf of the University of
Science & Philosophy in the civil contempt case against
the Ekkers,
(keeping in mind this is an entirely
separate case having nothing whatsoever to do with the
Ekker vs. SBS case) here are a few lucid statements by
former Catholic Priest Cleary, close friend of Rod
Ence. [Quoting:]
whatItoldyouthusfa$sir?
I don’t understand anything.
Tell me what you don’t understand.
Anything.
Born: When you say “anything”, what don’t you
understand?
I don’t even know what you said.
Would you like me to repeat it?
No. Wouldn’t understand it then, either.
I’m dumb.
[Further along:]
When you say Mr. Ekker constantly lies,
what is he lying about? It’s a pretty long, long story.
I’m here for a long time.
This is the perversion that I’m talking
about. You have white atid you make it appear to be
black, that is a perversion.
When you get spirituality and make it appear as if
it is rotten, that’s perversion. When you get rottenness
and make it appear to be spirituality, that’s perversion.
So here, the perversion starts with the lies. Soon as you
start lying, you’re a pervert. I’m not talking ser. I am
talking moral perversion. I’m an expert at this. I’m an
authority. [End quoting.]
Well due to his involvement with Jason Brent,
George Green, and Rod Ence, I certainly do not disagree with that last statement that, using his ownwords,
he is an expert at moral perversion.
Theseattacks Clearyaimed at shutting down the Word
of Truth to the American public (and the world) are futile
at best; impotent is probably a more accurate statement.
Perhaps now you can better understand the recent blast
coming from EXTRA on national television, with none
other than Rod Ence cast in the shadows wearing, appropriately, a black hat. Will wonders never cease.
It is a time of choices and a time of revealing that
which has been hidden. Unfortlinate!y for the abovenamed parties, the lights are be.:ag furned on to expose
the hidden adversaries for,v;ho.and what .they ares. .
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The Media’sTulP
Smear Campaign
In my opinion the current media blitz on “cults” is
not really aimed at eliminating all people who have
weird ideas ot satanic practices. The primary purpose
appears to be: (1) to brainwash the public into
rejecting, without thinking or thorough investigation,
any activity that the controlled media brands as “cult”
activity; (2) to set the public stage for a heavy-handed
and uninvestigated removal of any group so labelled;
(3) to eliminate any free-thinking and clear-thinking
people in the process who might be a danger to plans
for the slave mentality of the New World Order (NWO);
and (4) to clear the way for a single one-world “Nature” religion under the control of the environmental
treaties for the masses and the dominating Zionist
“religion”
for the “Elite”.
This strident media
campaign is an effort, in my opinion, to eliminate,
through hearsay, propaganda, and brainwashing, all
meetings or gatherings of people who share a common
interest-a
constitutional right of the people. It is like
a trumpet sounding a warning to all those who
still believe they are free and still live under an
enlightened
constitutional
form of government-a
government that protects people’s rights to privacy, to
gather peacefully, and protects their freedom of choice
of religious worship.
Do you know that ANY PLURAL NUMBER
OF “INDIVIDUALS
WHO SHARE A COMMON
INTEREST”
IS NOW, ACCORDING
TO THE
LATEST EDITION OF
a “cult”?
This
interpretation
includes the Catholic Church as an
example, but adroitly avoids mention of any Jewish or
Zionist “religion”. It also includes such diverse “cult”
activities
as “square
dancing”
and “home
fixer-uppers”,
whether
they meet with a single
other person of like mind
3r not. Of course, the
dictionaries are all part
of the present media control. New generations of
people who will not know
the truth or understand
the intent of the original meaning
of the
world “cult” will simply
go along, unknowingly
and unthinkingly,
with
the controlled
media’s
presentation.
It is from
the root word of the word
“cult” that the words
“culture” and “cultivate”
are derived. By this fact
alone, you can see how
much
influence
the
present controlled media
surreptitiously
has
gained over the meanings
.o.f-,-+!o.r.ds , in today’s

world. It is by their efforts alone that you have now
been led to believe that “cult” is a bad word. They
have deliberately made it so! Soon ,you will think of
the Catholic Church and the Christian “religion” as a
“cult”, and will later not think twice about their total
eradication by the media and policing arm of the New
World Order (NWO) (aka Beast of the Apocalypse, the
World Federation of Governments
or the United
Nations).
are some thoughts to reconsider
Following
regarding what 1 believe are purposes of the current
media blitz on “cults”:
TO BRAINWASH THE PUBLIC INTO
(1)
REJECTING, WITHOUT
THINKING OR THOROUGH INVESTIGATION,
ANY ACTIVITY THAT
THE MEDIA BRANDS AS CULT ACTIVITY.
How many of you lack personal knowledge of the
named groups being currently smeared as “cults” by
the media, but totally accept the media’s propaganda ’
How many wonder why the local police enforcement people are non-actors in the investigations7
How many of you have heard any real investigative reporting by independent investigators of the m
inst zad of very
bites of information?
How many of you are now afraid of being t randed
a “cult”,
will do anything necessary to avoid it,
including giving your power to the Beast of the
(2) TO SET THE STAGE FOR A HEAVYHANDED AND UNINVESTIGATED REMOVAL OF
ANY GROUP SO LABELLED.
From horrible examples of the recent past, namely
the events at Ruby Ridge, Waco, Oklahoma City and
the Freeman Ranch, we know that governmental policing agents have chosen in the past to stage heavyhanded elimination of so-called “cult” or dissident

19. ‘rhrefore, it than those sarictioned and set up in the new
a
is strongly suggested by the present media blitz against things Planned by the “Elite”. This is why, for ex- prints
now identified as a no “shadowy” anything. The
$
New single-family
by
warlike action on
part of
FBI,
and BATF against citizens of Iutemolioncrl Didioxury

Oklahoma city and the Freeman Ranch,
the
of the events, most of the
citizens of this country have not heard or read these
investigations.
Independent investigators are not
given time on the national or local television or in
newspapers. We no longer have a free press in this
country, except for a few such as the
newspaper.

rituals and using cultish objects) of all groups sharing
a common interest, yet they are not even alluded to in
the Webster’s
under
meaning of the word
“cult”. Why do you suppose
In any event, it is
international
“treaty” through the United Nations, the plan that a
one-world Nature religion be set up and approved for
the masses. This is clearly stated in the Bio-Diversity

How many of you were alarmed or even a little
surprised at how fast the deaths of the 39 “cult”
members of recent media coverage were classified as
were developed and
“suicide”, and how fast
promoted for the quick destruction of the house they
lived in? Sounds like a prearranged plan to destroy
evidence to me. What ever happened to the former
cordoning-off of crime scenes by the local police in
order to preserve possible evidence? Right now I
believe the media is promoting a totally different
approach to “solving” crimes-you
bury any evidence
not in accord with the acceDted view-a great way to
avoid any possibly damaging independint investiRation, that is certain.
Obviously, independent
investigations and reporting
of events in a free press are a critical
safeguard to our lives and our nation. Such efforts
must by supported and demanded by all citizens if
freedom and our constitutional rights are to survive.
(3) TO ELIMINATE ANY FREE-THINKING
AN3 CLEAR-THINKING
PEOPLE IN THE PROCESS, WHO MIGHT BE A DANGER TO PLANS FOR
THE SLAVE MENTALITY OF THE NEW WORLD
ORDER.
While it may appear from governmental reports
of events that those so-called “cult” members who
were eliminated or incarcerated at Ruby Ridge, Waco,
Oklahoma City, or the Freeman Ranch were “of
course” either- a danger to the public or were of
inferior beliefs, you only “knew” this by information
they chose to give you. The “danger to the public”
was never proved, and the so-called “inferior beliefs”
are a right they are to be guaranteed under the

Treaty promoted by the United Nations for world
compliance and approved by the Clinton Administration in the United States. (Please see my article on the
environmental movement in the 4/l/97 issue of COhr2;4cT.)
Also, why would a president of the United States,
for example, make it a habit of presenting public
addresses in the presence of the Zionists’ six-pointed
star flag? These things are not secret, only unquestioned by most People.

In fact, some of those individual citizens so
endangered by our present governmental workings,
were of a strength and character little known among
the general citizenry today-l speak in particular here
of Randy Weaver from Ruby Ridge and the Freemen.
I believe they simply represented a real threat, by
independent sovereign people, to the plans for the
NW0 and were treated summarily and viciously in
order to frighten the common citizens against any
future, comparable activity. The heavy-handedness
and unconstitutionality.
of the government’s attacks
were indeed actual proof of the type of government
now reigning over us as a nation. Those of you who
are old enough to remember the BolsheviWCommunist Revolution and the Nazis of World War II know
well that it is the free-thinking intellectuals who are
not afraid to speak out, and the men and women of
integrity who will not suffer their people and country
to be destroyed, who are the earliest and primary
targets of the enemy in any such conflict.
(4) TO CLEAR THE WAY FOR A SINGLE, ONEWORLD “NATURE RELIGION” FOR THE MASSES,
AND THE DOMINATING ZIONIST “RELIGION”
FOR THE “ELITE”.
Why is the word “cult” used so heavily to smear
all those with a common interest which does not match
the plans of the New World Order? Because “cult” is
a synonym for “religion” and/or “sect”, and the
intent is to eliminate all those religions/cults other

a
stretch of the imagia
compound”.
29,

29, 1
a
fragmented and biased report, I hope you do
personal investigating on your own and start reading
the TRUTH in
It can
be obvious to any student of the
politics, and history that we are now living in the time
of the
the Apocalypse, as prophesied in the
My own research, as one example,

has provided ample proof with volumes of references
for anyone who cares to read. It was promised by God
that the Troth (Word) would be sent again before the
ending of this cycle. I believe the TRUTH is Peing
sent from Tehachapi through Doris Ekker, scribe to
Hatonn/Aton, and the news gathering of the
newspaper. I have spent many years in researching
the subject of “religions”, and have shared much of
that research with you. It does support the “Word”
going out from Tehachapi. While I have been accused
by one person of one-sidedness in my research, I
believe there are more than enough detractors of the
“Word” to offset any possible imbalance on my part. I
recommend all of you carefully consider what is really
happening in your world and do a lot of research for
yourselves.
The choices you make at this period of
Those of you who saw Channel 29 (Bakersfield)
t’ime are critical to your ongoing life.
evening news on April 1 and 2, or the
report on
The media coverage of the Tehachapi “cult”
NBC of April 1, or the on-going media saga about included reports from others, namely Leon Fort, Betty
OfrepOrterS'attemptStO
COrdate the T~utenandROd EnCe/Enz,who appearedincognitoina

Ekkers,

the Phoenix Institute and the CONTACT
--paper
with the “cult” of 39 people who
The beautiful Tehacbapi
committed
“suicide”.
Mountains were described in one report as “ominous”
no less, and those who participate in the Projects of
the Phoenix Institute as a “shadowy group”.
The
Ekkers’ single-family dwelling is called a “compound”
in which the “cult” members are “holed-up”, etc. Now
anyone who had really investigated the matter would

black hat but has been identified. The
has
carried so many articles surrounding the subjects raised
by these persons that most of the
readers
are well aware of the facts. This does not alleviate the
damage done nationwide and beyond by the reports as
presented. Hopefully the full story can be presented
again soon in order to clear up any misperceptions that
remain. However, if you don’t read
will not know about it.

414197
To
I am so proud of you folks. Each edition seemingly surpasses the preceding edition. Each time I say
to myself, they cannot top this issue-but, by gollies, you
it!
In particular, I enjoy all of the writers’ works: Mr. Wean, Mr. Bilger, Dr. Overholt, Nora, Sandra
Tulanian, D.C., Hatonn, Doris and E.J., and Rick Martin. All put out marvelous, well researched, well
thought out, comprehensive, thought provoking articles. It is no small wonder our Adversary is bound in
his attempt to associate
with the unfortunates who allegedly committed “suicide” in Ranch0
Santa Fe.
All of us, and those with whom we are in contact who read our material, are well aware that we are
not, nor have we ever been, in any way associated nor to be fairly compared with those unfortunate
has been kicking
persons who allegedly committed “suicide”. Of course, one must realize that
the Adversary’s butt so hard for so long, that the Elite had to finally take the label they conveniently
chose to call you: a “Cult”, and then take it nationwide on major network television. What belter way to
try to discredit these wonderful writers who do such a wonderful job exposing corruption than to
irresponsible journalism, yellow journalism, slander, and violations of the printers’ ink statutes to try to
discredit the only guys on the journalism block with guts enough to tell it like it is? We must look at it
this way: some one must be worried as Hell!
Incidentally, Gary Wean doesn’t know it, but he is describing Trojan, Swordfish and Sailfin in his
investigations into the drug cartels.
Great work, guys and gals. Keep it up! (They are finally paying attention.)
Grandma Herrman-Herman
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About”

From the INTERNET, 3/30/97, [quoting:]
From a couple of well-informed, well-placed individuals with some personal knowledge of the matter, we are
getting confirmation
that tells us that the unusual
deaths that were quickly labeled “another cult suicide”
may be just the latest slaughter of peaceful people by a
government frantically trying to conclude plans to
implement a police state here in the US.
In fact, contrary to media reports of the “group’s
desire to leave Earth and rendezvous with a spaceship”,
the 18-24 year olds [sic] were having a good time in
Cyberland and, like most people their age, planned to
remain in a more earthly sphere of existence for at least
another 50-plus years.
It appears that these people were all members of a
group that produced the game Cyberpunk. It so happens
the FBI had raided this highly capable group of hackers
and cryptography crackers not very long ago. After the
raid the live interactive game they produced was put out
of business. It was kind of hard to operate it after the
FBI carted off all their equipment, and some game
manuals that described “science fiction” technology in
a way that was far too accurate for the comfort of certain
agencies.
Why would the FBI be so freaked about a game? For
the government it was no game. They realized that the
group was letting everybody see the deepest, darkest
secrets in regards to top-secret high-technology capabilities possessed by our government’s intelligence
agencies. The group had a reputation for being capable
of cracking even the most guarded and protected of the
military and government sites.
According to someone who was familiar with and
played the live interactive game, it continually grew in
complexity over time as it was marketed. The creators
kept adding so many strange new weapons, devices,
implants, etc., that it finally became necessary to reference the manual just to understand what they were
talking about.
Few ever realized that the game manual described
real technology actually being mass produced and stockpiled by our government. Cyberpunk was on the money
and not the science fiction that most players thought it
was. The game manual actually used the correct names
and descriptions of super advanced and supposedly
super-secret technology.
Displaying that good old American spirit of ingenuity at turning adversity into opportunity, we ire told
that some brilliant person in Washington DC has promoted using this incident to further the efforts to
restrict our Constitutional rights. Do not be surprised if
Dianne Feinstein proposes legislation to protect families from the “menace of cults that can invade the
home” and drive people to commit suicide or even
murder their own parents.
What was that? Do I already hear the drumbeats of
the media getting restless to begin the attack?
Be interesting to see how many column inches and
for how long this one is played up.
Don’t get freaked, just remember to keep spreading
the word, because:
ntine) -Keith Andrew Kovacs,
DAWN, Inc. [End quoting]
I cannot verify the above, but it is certainly worth

RIGHTS
SHOT

LEADER

From
3/15/97, [quoting:]
A civil rights attorney who was the second Black to
attend the University of Mississippi was found shot to
death at his home, and a judge immediately slapped a
gag order on investigators. Cleve McDowell, 56, was
found dead in an upstairs bathroom early Thursday
after relativeq called police to say the door to his
apartment w< open and his car was missing. Police
continued to look for McDowell’s Cadillac Friday.
Investigators refused to discuss a motive or other details after Circuit Judge Gray Evans issued the gag
order. McDowell was part of a group of Black leaders
organizing to pressure district attorneys and revive
interest in many never-prosecuted cases in which Blacks
were killed for doing civil rights work. He entered the
University of Mississippi Law School in 1963, a year
after James Meredith became the first Black to enroll at
the university. [End quoting]
This sounds very suspicious knowing how the Elite
are
FOR

500 TURN
OUT
PRAYER
BREAKFAST

From
3114197, [quoting:]
Turlock-More
than 500 people packed the
Assyrian-American Civic Club Thursday to hear about
life’s challenges from a well-known author and a former
hospital executive.
The fourth annual Mayor’s Prayer Breakfast drew
a record crowd, up more than 100 from last year’s
event.
The audience heard the frustrating story of Carolyn
Koons and her successful attempt to adopt Antonio
Hernandez Sanchez two decades ago. She wrote a bestselling novel about it,
Sanchez was jailed in Mexico at age 5 for a murder
that authorities believed his mother committed. His
mother could not be found, so they held him in prison
instead. He never had a trial.
Koons told about reaching “the lowest point” of her
Christian life, and how she ultimately rediscovered her
relationship with God.
Audience members also heard the story of John
Trussler, former chief executive officer of Emanuel
Medical Center in Turlock. He told the audience of his
13-year battle with chronic fatigue syndrome, a condition that leaves him exhausted and unable to reason at
times.
Despite his limitations, Trussler said he still has a
positive outlook, because “I know God has two answers
to my prayers. One is ‘Yes’ and the other is ‘I got
something better for you.“’
The messages of both speakers reached the audience.
“I learned to never give up and to keep your eyes on
God,” Turlock resident Dennis French said. “I enjoyed
it.”
Many others echoed those comments, with a few
saying they also learned that they should not try to
change their kids so much. [End quoting]

Excerpted from
3/14/97, [quoting:]
Photo radar-the traffic-enforcement program that
enraged motorists, frustrated politicians and produced
10,000 unresolved speeding tickets-is
dead.
Mayor Rick Mystrom killed the year-old program
late Thursday afternoon when he began calling Anchorage Assembly members to tell them he would
support repealing the law that legalized it. A majority
of the members, who previously had been split over the
issues, said in interviews they will now vote to ditch
photo radar.
If Mystrom doesn’t support the program, Assembly
Chairman Mark Begich said, “it’s incumbent for the
Assembly to vote to repeal it.”
With thousands of contested photo-radar tickets
clogging the court system and with little chance of a
state Court of Appeals ruling on the legality of photo
radar before summer, people aren’t getting their ticket
challenges heard in the “expedited manner” to which
they are entitled, Mystrom said.
He said the program also failed to win community
support. “It’s time to clear the deck and move on,” he
said.
However, even if the city kills photo radar, people
who have contested or not paid their tickets may still
have to pay them, depending on how the appeals court
rules, Mystrom said.
Begich, who has been a vocal supporter of photo
radar, said Thursday he would vote to get rid of it, and
he would never try to bring it back in any form.
“This is the final chapter of photo radar,” Begich
said. “It’s the conclusion of a long, long road.” [End
quoting]
The latest report I have is that the radar op:rators
were seeking police protection from the harassment,
such as a camera being damaged, being bombarded
with waterfilled balloons, and being screamed at.
a11

THERMAL
IMAGER
USED
ILLEGALLY

Experted
from
[quoting:]
Police illegally used a heat-detecting device that
led to a drug bust in Madison County, a unanimous
Montana Supreme Court ruled Thursday.
No search warrant was,obtained before the thertrial-imaging device was used. That made the search
unconstitutional and District Judge FrankDavis should
have suppressed the evidence against three defendants
who subsequently were convicted of illegally growing
marijuana, the high court said.
It was, as the court noted, the first time it has
addressed the use of thermal imaging in criminal investigations.
Most courts in other states that have considered the
issue have upheld the
of thermal scanners without
a warrant. Four federal appeals courts have similarly
ruled that using a thermal imager does not constitute a
search, and thus a warrant is not required.
However, a contrary ruling came from the 10th
U.S. Circuit Court ofAppeals in Denver. It rejected use
of thermal imaging without a search warrant.
The Montana court, in an opinion by Justice James
C. Nelson, noted that the Monlano
with
its privacy provisions, gives broader protection against
search and seizure than does the
to
What a wonderful way to start a day. How fast do the
you think the conditions on this planet would change
People have a reasonable expectation of privacy in
for the better if many more start their days in a similar their homes and in enclosed buildings that cannot be
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violated without a warrant, even if technology makes it
possible, the court said.
“We believe that Montanans would be shocked and
consider it a gross invasion of their privacy to learn that
the government could, without their consent and in the
absence of a sea+
warrant...surreptitiously
monitor
the heat signatures generated by activities conducted
within the confines of their private homes and enclosed
structures for the
of drawing inferences about
the legality of such activities.” Nelson wrote for the
court.
”
The Supreme Court, in tossing out the heat scan,
held that the remaining evidence was insufficient to
stand on its own and that the search warrant was not
justified.
[End quoting]
It’s about time we made our homes off limits again
from the goon squads without a justifiable seach warrant of any kind.

TV ACTRESS
TELtiVISION

SAYS
WATCHING
IS BAD FOR
KIDS

Excerpted
from
3/18/97, [quoting:]
Kristen Johnson, who plays a space alien on the
NBC comedy
Sun, tells
magazine that her parents never let her watch TV.
Johnson says when she has kids, she’ll make the’ tube
off limits to them. “I know that I’m biting the hand that
feeds me, but TV can really suck the brains right out of
your body,” she said. [End quoting]
Kristen is wise in what she says here, but, she
would be much wiser to
the example.
“hear”
what

PALM

REVEALED
IN ANCIENT
LEAF
MANUSCRIPTS

From
magazine,
December
1996, [quoting:]
Until the printing press came into use
throughout the world, each culture had its own
way of conserving the knowledge passed on
from one generation to another. In India, the
most common method was to write on palm
leaves. This method was used for communicating diverse subjects pertaining to all the different branches of wisdom.
In recent years, a highly qualified minority
of Hindu researchers has been dedicated to
finding, gathering and translating ancient texts.
One of these researchers, the writer and Sanskrit scholar Subramanyam Iyer, has spent
many years of his life deciphering old collections of palm leaves found in the villages of his
native Karnataka in southern India. Several
years ago, he discovered some old texts which
described different alloys (with properties unknown to modern science) and their application in the building of fuselages of Vedic
aircraft.
Thinking about the possible application of
these formulas in the modern aeronautics industry, S. Iyer wrote to C.S.R. Prabhu, Technical Director of National Informatics Centre,
the Indian Government department dedicated
to translating ancient texts and searching for
application of the technologies recorded in
them. In his reply in May 1991, Prabhu informed Iyer that he had started a study of
several Shastras (Vedic science texts) recorded
on palm leaves and had already managed to
prepare some of the materials described. They

were metal alloys withvery promising properties applicable to modern science and technology.
Hence, already by 199 1, samples of these alloys
were being
and exhibited, and access to them was
authorized for anybody interested in them. According
to the initial results, it seemed that most of the materials were unknown, but, given their unique properties,
they could have applications in aeronautics, aerospace
technology and defense.
In Septeniber 1992, a national Indian newspaper
published an article confirming that ancient texts written in Sanskrit had been found the year before in a
village in Karnataka, and that, on translation, they
were discovered to be a complete compendium of formulas for manufacturing super-alloys, with properties
unknown in modern times.
The article quoted C.S.R. Prabhu, of the National
Informatics Centre, who stated that he had prepared
five different alloys described in the texts and was
currently working on others. Each alloy had unique
characteristics, with definite applications in modern
metallurgy.
According to Prabhu, more was needed
than a mere translation in order to understand the text:
they had to be deciphered.
Part of the language used pre-dated classical Sanskrit, but, as many of these works were to be found in
Ayurvedic texts, it was possible to complete the interpretation. Prabhu assured that, up until then, texts of
this class had not been found in any part of India, and,
in fact, the information they contained came from a rich
oral tradition, possibly extending over thousands of
years before being recorded on palm leaves.

also abroad. For example, the University of San Jose
(California) was performing tests with several products.
Among these materials,
a lead
alloy, absorbed up to 85 per cent of the light generated
by a ruby laser. Pancha loha, an alloy of copper with
lead and zinc, showed great malleability and an enormous corrosion resistance to salt water-a property not
observed until now with any alloy containing copper,
but having an obvious use in the construction of ships’
hulls.
Artira tamra, another anticorrosive alloy, was
brittle
very light. Chapala grahaka was found tobe
a high-quality ceramic material which, with slight
modifications, produced a very soft, acid- and baseresistant glass.
So far, according to the article, processes had been
deciphered to make another 14 products, twa of which
seemed
be very promising: bhandhira loha, a soundproof alloy, and vidyut
a glass capable of

neutralizing lighting.

C.S.R. Prabhu mentioned that the texts also describe the sections of mines in different places and the
kinds of minerals that could be found at distinct levels,
as well as extraction and purification methods.
Apparently, some of these texts were written by
Mahar@i Bharadwaja, and indicate that knowledge
regarding high techndlogy was indeed possessed by the
ancient sages of India but was lost over the ages.
When I received a copy of this 1992 article, I
immediately wrote to C.S.R. Prabhu asking him to
confirm its contents.
His reply was adamant, and he informed me that at
present he was trying to prepare a glass capable of
IMPOSSIBLE
ALLOYS
absorbing solar heat, and an alloy used in the fuselages
The article went on to say that at a recent congress of vimana aircraft for absorbing the excess heat proin India, C.S.R. Prabhu gave a paper on these alloys, duced by air friction at high speeds.
According to Prabhu, he and some of his colleagues
claiming that samples prepared according to the formulas desc&ed havd themsaGe properties as those stated, intend creating a research institute to manufacture the
and that they were being
not only in India but different allovs mentioned in the
Theialso plan to decipher ihe palm leaf manuscripts relating to another Shastra, the
which, according to an anonymous text
of 193 1, contains information about the planets;
the different kinds of light, heat, color, and electromagnetic fields; the methods used to construct
machines capable of attracting solar rays and, in
turn, of analyzing and separating their energy
components; the possibility of conversing with
people in remote places and sending messages by
cable; and the manufacture of machines to transport people to other planets.
All this seems to confirm that the discoveries
of modern technology have already been achieved.
Somewhere, some place, such knowledge has
been recorded. It is up to us to find it-instead of
claiming that no other civilization has ever reached
our level of superiority. [End quoting]
Have you heard, or do you recall, the old
phrase
nothing
Man thinks he is so wise when he discovers something he
no one else knew.

Excerpted from a FLYER, 9/96, [quoting:]
In the
County

common
pleas
of Northumberland,

in the
PA

Two children were taken from their parents
because the parents pass out what is termed antigovernment booklets and the
and
read the
without training. Leslie Bryden, an
attorney for the government, stated in court that
the parents believed the
was still
relevant and that the parents read the
to the
children and those kinds of things are a danger to
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the children. Richard Medellin and his attorney,
Herschel Lock, entered petitions against the parents
stating that the parents were mentally ill and read the
without having religious training. The children
were taken from the parents without notification and
the parents were not summoned to the custody proceedings. [End quoting]

More importantly, the same issue ran a
which gives opponents to GEF some very scary ammunition.
It is assumed that’the DNA from the genes of GEF
is destroyed in the stomach. However, it has recently
been shown that DNA fed to a mouse can survive
and pass into ceils in the body! This is a totally
unexpected result,.and should send shivers down our
collective spines. [AMEN!]
Walter Dorfler, of the University of Cologne, made
the above announcement at the International Congress
on Cell Biology in San Francisco in December 1996.
[End quoting]

have

From
April 1997,
[quoting:)
Welding is often the best way to join metal, but it
has its limitations. Not all metals make compatible
partners, and the temperatures needed to make metal
flow can destroy thin materials.
Sonobond
Ultrasonics
recently introduced a new
line of solidstate welding
machines that
overcome
these limitations by using
high-frequency sound
to join some of
the most disparate metals,
alloys, foils
and wires. Vibration created by a transducer cause
surface deformation that fuses the two metals together
in a lap weld. If this wasn’t enough, the process also
breaks up most oxides and surface films, eliminating
time-consuming and costly cleaning and prep work.
[End quoting]
This canbe a tremendous process for industry ifthe
Elite don’t confiscate it.
CONTROL
Excerpted from
newspaper,
[quoting:]
“Today Americans would be outraged ifU.N. troops
entered Los Angeles to restore order; tomorrow they
will be grateful! This
if they were told
there was an outside threat from
or promulgated, that threatened our very existence. It
is then that all people of the world will plead with world
leaders to deliver them from this evil. The one thing
every man fears is the unknown. When presented with
this scenario, individual rights will be willingly relinquished for the guarantee of their well being qranted to
them by their world government.”
The above statement was made by Henry Kissinger
in an address to the Bilderberger organization meeting
at Evian, France, May 21,1992. Transcribed from a
tape recording made by one of the Swiss. [End quoting]

PASSED

ON’1

From NEXZIS magazine, Feb.-Mar. 1997,
[quoting:]
The 4 January 1997 issue of New Scientist magazine
an interesting editorid criticizing the
withholding of

we

handedly. But all the bacterial vaccines,
more
modern viral vaccines (such as the hepatitis B one) that
for safety reasons use only parts of virus, are
to
failure without an adjuvant.
The adjuvant used in most vaccines administered to
children is alum, or aluminum hydroxide. [End quot-

iwl
Disease. Vaccines are

a

GOON squads in our

’

ARE
MEASLES
LMKED
TO

JABS

STILL

FREE;

From
1197, [quoting:]
It’s easy1 Just pretend to believe what most everyone says they believe. It’s not “cool” to recognize
From #fiXUS
magazine. Feb.-Mar. 1997. differences in ueonle. Don’t think1 Rek on, and
“the experts”-in-Washington D.C., New -York and
[quoting:]
The UK Department of Health is under pressure to Hollywood. Be “tolerant”. Hate only the people “the
fund research into the safety of childhood vaccines, as news” controllers (the real haters) call haters [It’s brd
evidence continues to mount of a link between the
Always believe their public-opinion-molders on TV.
injections and autism.
a person or group with words
There have already been concerns about vaccines Cheer, when they
causing other forms of brain damage, but now, one of such as cultist, white-supremacist, extremist, racist,
the world’s leading experts on autism is backing parent anti-Semitic or neo-Nazi. Be ‘politically correct”. Be
groups in their demands for studies to be done on the ashamed of the “selfish tax-avoider* who founded our
nation. Avoid Patriotic Americans, MiIitia Members,
vaccination risk.
Dr. Bernard Rimland, director of America’s Au- Constitutionalists, and Identity Christians. Help -‘our
such folks by ridiculing
tism Research Institute, said the idea that vaccines honorable leaders”
could be causing the conditions was unpopular with the them too. Never question why our sons are sent to
medical establishment. “But there is now no doubt in countries such as Korea, Vietnam, Somalia and Bosnia
my mind that something serious is happening,” he said. to be slaughtered-for “peace”. Don’t “discriminate”.
A class action lawsuit, being prepared by Dawbarns Encourage children to “experiment” with homosexuaISolicitors on behalf of vaccine-damaged children, in- ity. Gladly pay “your fair share” of taxes so your littIe
eludes 169 cases allegedly linked to measles, mumps children can be taught promiscuous-sex in
that
and rubella inoculations.
there is “no right or wrong” (except,
the Bible).
Kirsten Limb, of Dawbarns, said there had been Be unconcerned that your children are not bein@aught
another 200 enquiries from parents fearing their chil- to read, write and calculate well; or to learn geography
dren had developed autism as a direct result of vaccina- and true history. Enjoy
vote for
tions. [End quoting]
Career Republi-CONS or Caraer ~rnoc-~~~
that
health professionals
crime laws and their
inhave
come-taxes
wide-spread
insecurity, misery, fear and rampant crime; that our
Wealth-Creating Industries & High-Paying Jobs are
MYSTERY
being shipped overseas; that
with the invisible chains of an alleged national debtFrom
NEXUS magazine, Feb.-Mar. 1997, so you will pay taxes on your life-long labor to heIp
[quoting:]
finance the gradual destruction of your
Two hundred years after Edward Jenner first im- country &your children’s future. WdcarrsatoAm&
munized people against smallpox, the function of a key
ingredient of modern vaccines remains an almost total
Help end the deception! go We
mystery. It has been called “the immunologist’s dirty become truly free, safe &prosperous! Make copies, put
little secret”.
on bulletin boards, mail or fax to others,
Vaccines are supposed to work by giving the im- at meetings. If you cannot make
mail this one
mune system a sneak preview of future enemies in the to a friend. [End quoting]
form of weakened or killed disease-causing microorganisms, bits of those micro-organisms or even pieces
of their DNA. A quick look at this pale imitation,
called an “immunogen”, is enough to get the immune
From
P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY
system stocking up its armories ready to retaliate when 10512, [quoting:]
the micro-organism strikes for leaI
However, the vast majority nt vaccines don’t work
unless they also contain ouuecniitg called an “adjuIF GOD
TRADE
Hunt Webb
vallt” -a fancy-sounding name for a non-specific mix
of some very weird ingredients.
At one time or another, the mysterious adjuvants
have included any one of a list of suspicious-sounding
TRYING
substances, including detergent, oil and water, alumiTIMES TO STOP TRYING.
-Nancy Otto Boffo
num hydroxide, dead bacteria that have nothing to do
a
with the disease the vaccine is supposed to protect
against, bits of those dead bacteria, or some mix of
these.
Vaccines based on whole viruses, such as the oral
polio vaccine, can wake up the immune system single-
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AcrossTheWorld
Zita’s lesson of January 17, 1997 was a lesson for
all of us. Thank you for asking, Zita. Even if our
personal circumstances and requests may differ some,
every reply taken to heart strengthens and enriches each of us.
Thank God of Light for friends! If each could have
a peep into my heart you will know that your sincere
love is sacred to me and that it is received by the halJanuary 23, 1997
lowed Kingdom of Love within. Tears reflected that
Good morning Hatonn,
and spoke louder than words.
One of the many messages received said, “With a
Perhaps the greatest love that I in turn can reflect
friend like Hatonn, one can’t go wrong.” This state- to you is that your loving care has already showed healment summed up the love and gratitude which blos- ing effects. As one heals-we all heal.
som in my heart-uncontainably
so.
As I am typing these words a little prayer asks to
1 know this flower is nourished by both the Love be shared. Father, help me to open my whole being to
which binds one day to another and the gifts of Now every Gift of every Day because they never fail to dewhich are Graced by the farther Life-giving flood of liver their Joy. And teach me to be the crystal mirror
heartfelt physical-plane messages and actions of love of that Giving (de)Light.
from friends physically far and near.
Perhaps then-when
this lesson is fully learnedHatonn, y& will graduate us all!
Annamie
Hello Doris & E.J.,
March 3, 1997
Hope this letter finds you both well and in good
health. I’m sorry it took so long for me to update
after receipt of the Gaia products. There are two good
reasons for this.
Firstly everybody who dearly wanted to help me
with IV treatment pulled out because they stand to lose
their practicing licenses if anything goes wrong-i.e.,
in spite of myself having written a letter absolving all
parties (including manufacturers) of all responsibility
and liability. Finally found somebody who is looking
into helping me through the “right channels”. That
means red tape and “time”-a commodity which may
soon be of no use to my very compromised physical
vehicle.
‘l’he body physical reminds me a little of a pingpong ball that’s been flattened on several occasions
it lands in boiling water it expands and
ping pongs forth until the next blow.
Turned around at death’s/transition’s
door the
weekend before last after a week of holding in nothing,
to, mainly, spread dental septicunea, and finally a dental anesthetic overdose. It is only during
the past 3 days that all taken in has stayed in and
1 again feel a little stronger.
This turn of events has my family
from all corners of the world-coming
to say their farewells no doubt. What they don’t realize is that although I’m ready to go-oh, there were days when I
saw and felt that peace welcoming me and I longed to
simply slip out of this vehicle-but while there’s still hope
and faith-miracles-I’ll
hold on for as long as I can.
Thank you for receiving me with open arms and
hearts when I visited in Tehachapi. Thank you for the
consistency and hard work-the
gifts made possible
from there through your hard work (this includes everybody).
Please give my love to all, and may your days be
and Crowned by Light.
Love,
Annamie
.J

with love (this
includes the New
gifts); please
in that spirit.
(2) I don’t know whether the “Thank You” was
ever published. Faxed it though some time back. Received so many cards, well wishes, etc., that, under
the circumstances it is impossible for me to reply to
each individually-ever
be that what I’d really have
liked to do. The “Thank You” was written on a really
“good” day-the first and only one in months. Zita’s
question was actually the day before. Date mentioned
is the date is was received here. If this “Thank You”
was not published, could a way please be found to help
me to thank all those people who helped to strengthen
my will to live.

,

Zita sends her most sincere thanks to you readers.
What a treat to look forward to the cards each day!
They are so uplifting and supportive.

Readers,
I am sorry that this letter is so late compared to
my other ones; however, I have an excuse-homework!
My life here has improved greatly, largely because of
my many supporters worldwide. Because of all of you,
I can now act more like a normal 1%year-old. I can
go out with friends sometimes-a
freedom I never had
before. Also, thanks to all of you who have written
the Governor, I think they are starting to realize that
they can’t keep the wool pulled over people’s eyes too
much longer. There have been many successes, great
and small, that are gradually changing this corrupt
country into a better one. A few examples of the large
success stories would be the Oklahoma City bombing
story, the Jon Bennet Ramsey story, and the many CIA
agents who have lost their jobs for drug trafficking.
People of all races, creeds, and religions play a part in
this battle for freedom. Every person who has told anyone something that you wouldn’t normally hear that
or any other truthful source of
information is making a difference. Knowing that helps
me sleep better at night.
I would like to thank every one who has written
these
and those that weren’t so bad. Although I may not get
a
heart.

All of them have something that makes them
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I am sorry to say that I have to return to my studies now.
Kelly
In Love and Light fI
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